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Part XViii: Rebo Joon 

Lambda Construction Station, Power Core 

 

“The infamous Rebo Joon,” a voice said. “I’ve seen pictures, but my, you’re even uglier in real life.” 

 “I get that a lot,” Rebo said. “Who are you again?” 

 “It’s not important.” The man whose voice it was stepped out of the shadows and into the 

faint, blue light from the power core. He was young, maybe younger than Rebo, with a sort of 

boringly handsome face that you wouldn’t remember five seconds after taking your eyes from it, 

which was why it took Rebo a moment to recognise him. It was the bruises on the man’s face that 

made him stand out – the bruises Crayl had inflicted as they took the hangar bay. This was the chief 

technician; the one Rebo had threatened to shoot in the head. He was holding a blaster pistol, the 

muzzle directed at Rebo, and was flanked by several other men in technicians’ jumpsuits, this time 

toting rifles. Not so techy after all. 

“The important thing is that I’m the one who arrested Rebo Joon and ... whoever that is,” 

the man said, gesturing towards Ghoss, who was still sitting on the floor trying to regain his 

composure after Rebo had patched him up, shot him full of adrenaline, and dragged him through 

two maintenance shafts and an air vent. The poor kid didn’t look his best, but then again, who 

would under these circumstances? 

 Rebo glanced over at Ghoss. Their gazes met for an instant before he looked away again. 

Mustn’t be conspicuous. The kid wasn’t exactly doing well, but he was still alive and, hopefully, 

kicking. There was an understanding between them now, an acceptance. They had a plan. Rebo 

took a step sideways so that he stood in front of the kid. The clicks of several blaster rifles being 

switched to lethal echoed around the small chamber. He was fast, but they were many. And he 

needed time. Time for the ship to arrive. 

 “Listen, laser brains,” he said. “There’s an explosives charge set to go off in the storage area 

of sector six. If you arrest us, none of us – and I mean none of us – are going to make it out alive.” 

 “That’s a nice bluff,” the technician said, smirking. “But I call it.” His accent reminded Rebo 

of home. Anaxes, Coruscant, one of the core worlds. But from money, like Aemon Daragon. From 
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education. From everyone who had ever thought they were better than Rebo Joon. “You’re under 

arrest on the Empire’s orders, my good lad.” 

 “Not if I blow up this station, I’m not,” Rebo said. A smug smile played at his lips. 

 The man hesitated. “Krain,” he said to one of the others, a bigger fellow with a beard. “Take 

Pervis and check out sector six. Better safe than sorry, I suppose. Call me when you get there.” The 

two men nodded and disappeared. Only four left, Rebo thought to himself. I can take them. We can 

take them. Still, he hesitated. Revealing the planted explosives may have bought them some time, 

but he wasn’t sure how much. He had to be sure these people didn’t try to take him out of this 

room, or remove his weapons. Especially since blowing up the power core would be crucial if these 

people managed to disable the other bomb. He had to be sure Ghoss was with him. The man in 

front of him looked him directly in the eyes, he realised, not necessarily paying attention to 

anything else. Rebo had a reputation for being swift as an arrak, which hopefully meant that most 

people in the room had their attention on him, not Ghoss. He was still mapping the room in his 

head for the best angle of attack when he could feel Ghoss’s hand carefully plucking the grenade 

from the back of his belt. Then he opened up his mind and, an instant later, felt Ghoss in his head. 

Now. Swiftly he pulled a blaster from its holster and took a step forward, aiming the muzzle 

directly for the technician’s forehead, up close. The man had been prepared for that, Rebo realised, 

but he just hadn’t reacted fast enough. 

 “You blasted rebels can’t win,” the man said, and suddenly Rebo could feel the other man’s 

blaster muzzle pushing into his ribs. I guess he’s fast, too. A shot fired there would most certainly 

be a bleeder and, if the punch was powerful enough, it could rupture one of his lungs. But as long 

as he kept close to the enemy, chances were that the enemy would be preoccupied and leave 

Ghoss free to act. 

 “Perhaps not,” he said, and his left hand shot out and snatched an ID card from the man’s 

chest pocket. “But you can’t either...” He looked at the card. “...Mr. Teshin. You see, I’m a medical 

doctor. If I shoot you in the head and you shoot me in the body at the precise same moment, who 

do you think will survive the longest? Because I know who.” He paused. “Do you?” 

 The man licked his lips, but didn’t break eye contact. “You will be shot to cinders by my men 

the moment I drop,” he said. 

 “But you’ll still drop,” Rebo retorted. “Besides, I think your men might be more worried 

about what happens when my friend here drops that grenade.” He threw the ID card casually into 
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a corner of the room. He didn’t need to look to know that Ghoss at this exact moment was holding 

Tia’s grenade over the exposed power core. No one in their right mind would shoot even in the 

general direction of a power core, not if they were technicians, but Rebo doubted they were. Even 

so, Ghoss was holding an armed grenade at a critical proximity to a pulsating knot of energy. If he 

dropped it, they would all soon enough join the Alderaanian choir invisible. Rebo grinned. Keyan 

had indeed taught him something. 

 The man’s comlink went off. “Boss? We located the explosives. The bastard was right. It’s 

wired into the power converter and set to go off, but there’s no counter.” There was a slight pause 

in which no one moved. “Boss, do you copy? We can’t find a counter, so we assume there’s a 

remote detonator. Maybe you should search the prisoners.” 

 At the risk of breaking their Corellian standoff, Rebo reached in again and snatched the 

man’s com from its strap, held it to his mouth. “Who the prisoners are in this scenario is 

debatable,” he said. “The people carrying that trigger are on their way off this sorry station as we 

speak, and we’re currently holding an armed grenade over the exposed power core, so I suggest 

you stay where you are, Krain-or-Pervis-whatever-your-name-is.” There was no reply. He looked 

Teshin in the eyes and saw, for a moment, uncertainty. Fear. Then one blaster went off and then 

the other, in such rapid succession that no one who wasn’t firing could know who fired first. Sparks 

danced before Rebo’s eyes as the heat from the shot to his torso burned through his shirt and the 

shot impacted and dug itself through the skin like a plasma worm, the force of it actually breaking 

one of his ribs. He pulled his own trigger only fractions of a second later, but it was too late – 

Teshin had already weaved his head away and the shot only grazed his face. 

 “Cover me,” Teshin shouted, snatched the com back, and started to back away. “Krain, get 

out of there! Do you read me?” The others began firing their blasters. These bloody idiots are 

actually shooting at an exposed power core. They’re going to blow up the station without our help, 

Rebo realised as he dived for cover. He supposed this would confirm that none of them were 

actually technicians – he didn’t have the time or the energy to speculate on what the fuck they 

were doing here if they weren’t. 

 “You daft bloody bastards know that you’re shooting at a power core, don’t you?” he 

shouted through the noise of the blaster fire. It would take more than blaster fire, even more than 

a grenade blast to crack the core instantly, but to start overloading it... not much was needed at all. 

Behind him, Ghoss was hunkered down behind the core generator, still holding the grenade. Rebo 
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leaned out and fired two shots, both going in. Only two left now. They had stopped firing, and he 

registered the faint sounds of a whispered conversation and the slight scuffling of boots. 

 Then silence. Absolute silence. Only his and Ghoss’s heavy breathing mixed with the 

constant crackling of the power core. Then his com blared out, making him jump. 

 Noraal’s voice, barely distinguishable through the tinny sound of blasters being fired in the 

background: “Colonel, the ship is here, but...” 

 “Then you need to leave. Now!” 

 “We’re taking fire,” Noraal replied. “Extraction can take a little longer than expected! Is 

Ghost with you?” 

 “He’s here,” Rebo replied and looked over at Ghoss. The kid seemed more alert now, on 

edge, but in a good way. Ready. 

 “They breached the doors to enter the hangar,” Noraal continued. “If you hurry you can 

attack them from behind and make it up here. But you have to go now!” 

 Rebo calculated the route, mapped the station mentally, accounted for possible enemy 

encounters on the way, and shook his head even if he knew Noraal couldn’t see it. “No time,” he 

said. “You can tell Genarik she may blow the explosives at any time now. Nothing like some extra 

structural damage before the big blast goes off.” 

 “Colonel, I have to insist...” 

 “And I have to go,” Rebo interrupted. “We’ll see you on the ship.” He ended the 

transmission, then pulled a tool out of his belt and popped the shell on the com. Hotwiring the 

transmitter would help him keep the com locked into Ever Vigilant’s frequency. Right now he was 

too far away, but in space, Tia might be able to pick up the signal using the ship’s sensors. He 

hoped so. Off to one side, Ghoss had begun fastening parts of the leftover explosives to the power 

core casing. Rebo pulled out a roll of mesh tape, tore off a piece to keep the com together, and 

threw the roll over to Ghoss. They didn’t have a lot of time. If there were still loads of TIEs out 

there, the ship couldn’t manage for long. Even considering who was flying it. 

While Ghoss finished taping the explosives in place, Rebo edged out the door and looked 

down the corridor. It looked clear. He nodded to Ghoss. “Let’s get out of here. The escape pods are 

located at the rim of the station, so we don’t have much time as soon as that grenade is dropped.” 

 “I understand,” Ghoss said, but Rebo could tell the kid was hesitant. 

 “What,” he said impatiently. 
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 “Shouldn’t one of us stay here and drop the grenade?” Ghoss asked. “Make sure the other 

one makes it?” 

 “What, and get shot by some pretend technician before he can do it, so the entire cover up 

fails? I don’t bloody think so.” 

 “Then what if we don’t make it? What if we both die?” 

 “Then we both die,” Rebo said. “But at least we accomplished the mission.” 

 “And the people who are still on the station when it blows up?” 

 “They blow up.” 

 Ghoss looked at him with wide eyes. There was an innocence there that Rebo missed in 

himself. And something else in there with it: Surprise; disappointment, maybe. 

“Wake the fuck up,” Rebo said wearily. “This is war. People die.” 

Ghoss paused, then said: “How do you do it?” 

 “How do I do what?” 

 “How do you get to be so cold?” 

 “Years of practise.” 

 None of them said anything after that, just got up and left, Ghoss still holding the grenade 

in his hand. When they got outside the core chamber, Ghoss let go of the grenade and 

concentrated, and it floated in the air in front of them for a moment before it zoomed in towards 

the power core. 

“Run,” Ghoss said simply, and the two of them started running. 

 

As they reached the pod bay, Rebo saw to his relief that there were still pods there. He had 

imagined that blasted Teshin fellow to have launched them all, since that’s what Rebo himself 

would have done to prevent his enemies from escaping. They ran over to the nearest pod, and 

Ghoss pulled the hatch and opened the door. As the kid climbed inside, Rebo realised they were 

not alone. Some of the “technicians” were there already, down by another escape pod. Rebo 

recognised the heavy set guy with the beard among them. He thought for an instant to pull his 

blaster and stop them from leaving, but as he calculated the distance and trajectory in his mind he 

realised he wouldn’t be able to stop the pod from launching anyway. He hoped Tia could get a shot 

at it from space, though. If those men were technicians, Rebo was a nerf herder. Agents of some 

kind? Imperial Special Forces? But why here? It could be a coincidence but, then again, Rebo didn’t 
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believe in coincidences. 

 As soon as the thought had left his mind, though, another entered: Where was Teshin? He 

had seemed to be the leader, but why wasn’t he escaping with the others? The illumination in the 

room flickered for an instant, a sure sign that the power core was on its way to overload. Rebo 

grabbed hold of the handles over the door and swung himself inside, groaning from the strain on 

the broken rib. As he reached out to pull the door shut, however, something sharp pierced his 

neck, and his free hand went there instantly, the rest of his body pausing to assess the damage 

done by the small knife he found there, stuck in his neck all the way to the hilt, blood already 

emerging, but the flow of it somewhat stemmed by the blade. He looked up and saw Teshin’s face, 

cold and composed, but his eyes burning with hate. “That was for killing my men,” he spat. “And 

this,” he left the knife where it was and instead swung the pod door into Rebo’s face with all his 

might. “This is for blowing up this blasted station.” 

 Then he was gone. Ghoss shut the door and launched the pod with deft hands. Blood kept 

trickling out between Rebo’s fingers, but his own medical expertise told him that Teshin had 

managed to just miss his carotid artery. The fact made him laugh. 


